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Clinical cases in Brazil 

     We are working on case of “ FASCITE NECROSANTE”(Necrotizing Fasciitis, commonly known as “flesh eating disease”) of patient in a Hospital in Amazon 
State near the city of Manaus.  The following photos show the progress of this wound before and after the application of Elasto-Gel combined with Gold Dust.  
The fast recovery made the Doctors and Nurses fascinated.  This wound was then closed by skin grafting shortly after the photo labeled “after 1 month of 
Elasto-Gel/Gold Dust”. 

     Notes – Necrotizing Fasciitis  is a combination of microbes which when combined in a wound causes the skin and tissue to rapidly deteriorate. The infection 
rapidly progresses to invade large areas within hours. The usual treatment is to surgically remove all infected tissue often leaving areas void of tissue and 
muscle.  If the areas are large, such as this case, skin grafting is required for closure. Skin grafting over an area where the tissue was surgically 
removed, will result in disfigurement of the area with permanent damage to the muscle function.

     As can be noted in the attached photos the in this case the infection was quickly brought under control with the use of the Elasto-Gel/Gold Dust dressings. All of 
the voids in the tissue caused by the invasion of the infection appear to have auto-repaired to give a smooth tissue bed, which after skin grafting will give a near 
normal appearance and hopefully near normal performance.

     Because of the remote location and the language barrier, follow up results are not readily available, but it is our understanding that the wound was 
successfully skin grafted and the patient resumed his “normal” life style.       
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